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indigenous Europe
Syncretic mentors
How it started
33 years ago I started an investigation into the origin of Saint Nicholas.
I knew him from my childhood: an old man in red attire with a long white beard, who
visited us on December 5. He knew everything about you. In case you had behaved
well, he gave you presents. He looked like Santaclaus, but he wore a miter with the
sign of a golden cross.

His presents were distributed by a helper with a black face, wearing puffing pants,
tights, and a beret with a large colorful feather. He sprinkled “pepper nuts.”
His name was Black Pete.
In 1984 I visited an island off the Dutch coast for
an article for a news and opinion magazine
about the Sinterklaas feast there, also
organised annually on December 5.
This celebration in the most remote villages
there, was something completely different from
the ordinary Sinterklaas festivities I knew. The
men (Sunneclausen), heavily disguised and
dressed in identical colored mantles with
satirical scenes on them, held ritual battles after
dark in the village streets, with sticks and cow
horns in hand.
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And the women had to stay inside, or had to run in order not to get in touch with the
sticks. They remained inside their houses, or gathered in well-lit cafes of which the
the doors were open. When the disguised men came in, the women treated them
with respect and they would jump over a stick, held by the Sunneklausen.
There had only been a few publications about these ceremonies; the villagers kept
the ritual secret and shunned strangers and non-islanders.
On a neighboring German island, women who were on the street were beaten hard
on their buttocks with cowhorns. By men dressed in sheepskin and disguised with
birdfeathers. They jumped off the roof into the arms of an outrageous crowd.
This was something completely different!
I noticed several similarities with mainland Saint Nicholas, the roof, the rod, a bag,
the dragging with chains, the sprinkling with the spicy nuts or flour into the crowd.
I decided to travel through Europe every year on December 5 and discovered many
rituals with strong similarities.
I suspected that there could be a mixture of influences, Roman Catholic and pagan.

Mediterranian Island Sardinia
Especially because in even more remote native places, I encountered many animal
disguises combined with black faces. The same ritual, but more pagan and
sometimes almost pure pagan, without any Christian influences. Every year, in the
winter months, throughout Europe - from Germany to the Mediterranean island of
Sardinia and from Spain to England, the Czech Republic, Greek Macedonia and
even Iran - I discovered indigenous rituals in remote areas in which men blackened
their faces, donned with animal heads and antlers. And my suspicion grew stronger
that these were remnants of rites of passage (rites de passage, according to Van
Gennep) from prehistoric times on - from the time of hunter gatherers.
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Especially where the bear ceremony
is still being practiced, such as in
parts of N America, The French
Pyrenees and Siberia.

With my research I want to contribute
to the insight and understanding of
traditions in winter time and and
testify to their most probably,
prehistoric origins, as these European
winter traditions and festivals are under
attack and threatened in their survival,
because many within the general public and
politicians are unaware of the indigenous origins.

South Germany

Many Europeans and non-Europeans alike may not have any idea about the nature
of the debate that is going on: that Black Pete’s 'black-face' is supposed to be a sign
of the inherent racism of the tradition of Saint Nicolas and Black Pete. They may be
not aware of the fact that they derive from festivities and ceremonies of an ancient
hunter-gatherer culture.

Italy
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To do more research, the full movie
is to see in English, English spoken,
with English subtitles and if
necessary English subtitled, at:
https://paganeurope.com/product/
paganeurope-my-encounters-withthe-devil/
For the continuation, more research
and more recordings of countless
rituals in Europe, but also beyond, is
necessary.
The movie can be seen after a modest financial contribution at https://
paganeurope.com/product/paganeurope-my-encounters-with-the-devil/ .
Your contribution will help me to do further research, and to help improve both the
breadt and depth of my research and cinematographic endeaors into the countless
indigenous pagan ceremonies and rituals in Europe, and beyond.
The trailer can be seen for free via the website:
PaganEurope.com
I wrote two Dutch books about my discoveries and several articles (all in Dutch), in
various journals, such as the Dutch edition of National Geographic magazine; my
footage was broadcast by ABC News accompanied by short interview quotes on the
ABC website. My 30 years of research goes hand in hand with higher resolution and
quality filming.
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